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Abstract: The access control system is a critical element in intelligent buildings. In this paper, we
present SPCL, an innovative access control system designed to facilitate building entry through the
use of mobile phones. Our system aims to provide a secure and convenient solution for building
access, capitalizing on the widespread availability and capabilities of mobile devices. Additionally, we
propose a lightweight authentication protocol to enhance security. The performance of the protocol
is measured for different curves at different frequencies, proving that the protocol is more suitable
for door lock systems than the benchmark protocol. In addition, we investigated the security and
usability of SPCL. Finally, a comparison of the security of human-lock interfaces for smart locks and
blockchain-based payment methods are discussed.

Keywords: access control; protocol; intelligent building; smart lock; blockchain

1. Introduction

A lock is the core of an entire access control system. The oldest known key-operated
lock can be traced back to ancient Egypt, approximately 4000 years ago [1]. Locks are also
indispensable to modern people’s daily lives. For example, mechanical locks, which may
be one of the most familiar objects to everyone, have been used for hundreds of years [2].
However, as the pace of modern life is accelerating, more features are expected from access
control systems, and locks also evolve incessantly, especially in the field of intelligent
buildings [3–5]. Consequently, a smart lock [6] is surfacing to improve life quality [7], while
also decreasing the security risks and costs effectively [8]. Nowadays, smart locks have
become a necessary part of intelligent buildings.

A huge amount of studies have been done in the domain of smart locks over the last
couple of years. For instance, Park et al. [9] presented a smart digital door lock solution
for home automation. Padmapriya and KalaJames [10] put forward an improved face
recognition approach for a vehicle security system. Furthermore, Chang and Jiang studied
a binary single-key-lock system [11], and Wu [12] studied a matrix-based lock system in
order to enhance security further.

After entering the mobile internet age, more and more smart devices, e.g., smart locks,
can be managed by mobile devices easily. For instance, Iftode et al. [13] designed a mobile
phone based architecture that enables users to interact with embedded systems by cell
phones. In [14], a remote monitoring intelligence system based on fingerprints through
wireless transmitting and receiving, was introduced. In [15], the authors developed and
implemented a remote lock system utilizing wireless communication on a smart phone by
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a dedicated Android application. In 2007, Bauer et al. [16] deployed a demo smartphone-
based system in university buildings, aiming to replace existing access control technologies.
The authors in [17] proposed an access control system for intelligent buildings in 2016. In
2018, Patil et al. [18] proposed a security protocol between smartphones, smart locks, and
cloud servers, and discussed possible security vulnerabilities. In 2021, Taslim et al. [19]
proposed a smart home door lock system using security protocol in the Internet of Things
(IoT) scenario is proposed, which has the problems of unencrypted data transmission and
insufficient authentication methods. Ahmad et al. [20] developed an enhanced access
control system for smart locks, using cloud and edge computing to improve authorization,
focusing on scalability and performance. Unfortunately, the approach adds complexity in
deploying and enforcing policies. In 2023, Guntur et al. [21] designed an IoT-enhanced
smart door lock using Radio-Frequency Identification (RFID) for secure access, which is
affordable, user-friendly, and includes a fire alarm for additional safety, but it’s vulnerable
to card loss attacks and unauthorized access. Mehmood et al. [22] proposed a smart
disposable door lock system based on invisible touch sensors to prevent the carrying, loss
and copying of cards.

Traditional smart lock solutions, while offering convenience, often harbor significant
security flaws, including susceptibility to cyber-attacks, data breaches, and unauthorized
access. These vulnerabilities primarily stem from their reliance on centralized databases and
a lack of robust encryption methodologies. Additionally, the opaque nature of transaction
and access logs within these systems has raised concerns regarding their trustworthiness
and auditability—critical aspects for both residential and commercial applications. In recent
years, there have been some blockchain-based solutions in IoT device scenarios [23–25],
but these solutions are difficult to ensure communication security. The integration of
blockchain smart contracts with authentication protocol, especially within the context
of smart lock systems, signifies a paradigm shift towards more secure, transparent, and
efficient operations. This paper presents a smart lock solution that supports blockchain,
aimed at addressing the prevalent security gaps and operational inefficiencies inherent in
conventional centralized smart lock solutions.

Building on the aforementioned studies, we suggest implementing a smartphone-
based smart building access control system. It boasts high security and availability, while
ensuring efficiency and user privacy. The main contributions of this paper can be outlined
as follows:

(1) A novel access control system, named “Smart-Phone-Controlled-Lock” (SPCL), inte-
grating smart lock technology with mobile phone-based access, has been designed
and developed. A lightweight privacy protection protocol called the “SPCL protocol”
is proposed and implemented. Its performance works best when the computing
performance of the two devices is similar to each other.

(2) The proposed SPCL protocol is formally analyzed using the eCK security model to
prove that SPCL achieves the required security goals. Other security features of the
protocol are discussed as well.

(3) Survey approaches, including a questionnaire and a focus group, are used to study
the attitudes of candidates towards access control systems and several unlocking
mechanisms, e.g., biometric identification, password pad and sliding card. It should
be a jumping-off point for future studies.

(4) Security comparison regarding human-lock interfaces and blockchain based payment
methods for smart locks are discussed.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 outlines the SPCL system
and describes its security mechanism. Section 3 proposes the SPCL protocol and describes
its process for establishing authentication. Section 4 provides a proof of the eCK model, as
well as an analysis of the security properties of the proposed protocol. Section 5 investigates
the performance of SPCL through extensive experiments. Section 6 describes the research
methodology used in our survey as well as the survey results and discussion. Section 7
provides a more in-depth discussion of SPCL security mechanisms, popular unlocking
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methods, and blockchain-based solutions. Section 8 compares SPCL with several of the
most representative related works. Section 9 draws conclusions and outlines the future.

2. SPCL Overview

In this section, we introduce SPCL, a smart lock- and smartphone-based access control
system that offers a convenient and secure solution for implementing access control in
intelligent buildings. The security mechanism in the system is also studied.

2.1. SPCL Architecture

SPCL is a prototypical system which can be used to control smart locks through
mobile applications. It is comprised of five primary parts: cloud server, mobile client,
desktop/laptop client, switch and smart devices. The system architecture is shown in
Figure 1.

Figure 1. System architecture of SPCL.

A cloud server (CS) acts as a trusted third party. It is used for the registration of smart
locks and mobile clients. It also stores registration information and unlocking log data.

A mobile client (MC) is often a smart phone or tablet PC. It can authenticate with the
smart lock, after registering with the cloud server. It works like a key for the user to open
the door.

Switches forward messages. They work like a bridge between the cloud server and
the smart devices.

Smart devices refer to devices such as smart locks (SL), shared charging facilities
and smart home appliances. They can connect to the cloud server or mobile client via a
wireless channel.

2.2. Security Model

We utilize the eCK security model [26] to analyze our proposed scheme. Let A, B, C, · · ·
represent the communicating parties; n represents the total number of parties; sid represents
the session identifier of a completed session; and msgA, msgB , · · · represent the messages
sent by A, B, · · · . The eCK security experiment is conducted by an adversaryM against an
AKE protocol π with a challenger C, which captures real-world attacks through the queries
issued byM:

• Send(A, B, msgA, msgB): This query allowsM to run the protocol by sending message
msgB to the session (A,B, ∗, ∗). It returns the next message according to the protocol
conversation so far.

• EphemeralKeyReveal(sid): This query returns the ephemeral private keys held by the
session sid toM.

• SessionKeyReveal(sid): This query return the session key for a session sid toM.
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• LongTermKeyReveal(A): This query returns the long-term private key of party A to
M.

• Test(sid) : At some point,M selects one session sid for a Test query. This session sid
must be fresh. (defined in Definition 1).

Definition 1 (Fresh Session). Let sid owned by an honest party A with peer B, and B is also
honest. Let sid∗ be the session identifier of the matching session (defined in Definition 2) of sid, if it
exists. The session sid is fresh if none of the following conditions hold:

(1) M issues SessionKeyReveal(sid) or SessionKeyReveal(sid∗) query (if sid∗ exists);
(2) sid∗ exists andM makes one of the following queries:

• LongTermKeyReveal(A) and EphemeralKeyReveal(sid), or
• LongTermKeyReveal(B) and EphemeralKeyReveal (sid∗);

(3) sid∗ does not exist andM makes one of the following queries:

• LongTermKeyReveal(A) and EphemeralKeyReveal(sid), or
• LongTermKeyReveal(B)

Definition 2 (Matching session). The party executing the session is called the owner of the session
and the other party is called the peer. Two sessions: sid owned by A with peer B and sid∗ owned by
B with peer A, are matching sessions if all messages sent (or received) by A are identical to those
received (or sent) by B.

In the eCK security experiment,M plays with a challenger C of a hard problem as follows:

• Queries:Mmakes queries as defined aforementioned at will.
• Test:M chooses a fresh session as the Test session.
• Queries after test: M makes queries as in Queries step but cannot query the Test

session.
• Guess: C flips a fair coin b ∈ {0, 1}, and returnsM with the session key held by sid if

b = 1, or a random string of the same length otherwise.M outputs b′ ∈ {0, 1}.
M wins the eCK experiment if b′ = b.

Definition 3 (eCK security). An AKE protocol π is eCK-secure if the advantage for all probabilistic
polynomial time (PPT) adversaryM against π in winning the eCK experiment, denoted by

AdvAKE
π (M) = Pr[M wins]− 1

2
,

is negligible.

2.3. Security Mechanisms

An elliptic curve based on the prime field Fq is defined as follow [27]:

y2 ≡ x3 + ax + b (mod p) where 4a3 + 27b2 ̸= 0

Let E(Fq) be an additive group on the elliptic curve and G be a generator of E(Fq).
Hardness assumptions are defined as follows [27].

Definition 4 (Discrete Logarithm (DLOG) Problem). Given x× G ∈ E(Fq), where x ∈ Z∗n,
compute x.

Definition 5 (Computational Diffie-Hellman (CDH) Problem). Given x × G ∈ E(Fq),
y× G ∈ E(Fq), where x, y ∈ Z∗n, compute xy× G.

Definition 6 (Decisional Diffie-Hellman (DDH) Problem). Given x× G ∈ E(Fq), y× G ∈
E(Fq), z× G ∈ E(Fq), where x, y, z ∈ Z∗n, determine whether xy× G = z× G or not.
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Definition 7 (Gap Diffie-Hellman (GDH) Problem). Given x× G ∈ E(Fq), y× G ∈ E(Fq),
where x, y ∈ Z∗n, as well as an oracle that solves the DDH problem on E(Fq), compute xy× G.

3. The Proposed Scheme SPCL

This section introduces SPCL protocol, including the initialisation phase, the registra-
tion phase and the authentication phase. Notations and corresponding descriptions are
given in Table 1.

Table 1. Symbols used in SPCL.

Notations Description

Fq Finite field with prime order q
E(Fq) Additive group over finite field Fq
G Base point of E(Fq)
Z∗n The additive group of order n
u, v Curve parameters
dSL Private key of smart lock
dMC Private key of mobile client
IDMC, IDSL Identifiers for mobile client or smart lock
RIDMC Pseudonym identifier for mobile client
PSL Public key of smart lock
PMC Public key of mobile client
H1(·), H2(·) Cryptographic secure hash functions

3.1. Initialisation Phase

This part introduces the initialisation method [27]. The cloud server (CS) initialises
system parameters: Z∗n, E, G, Fq, u, v, and H1 → {0, 1}a and H2 → {0, 1}b.

3.2. Registration Phase

In the registration phase, the mobile client (MC) and the smart lock (SL) will register
with the cloud server (CS).

(1) Smart lock registration.
CS generates an identity identifier for SL and calculates PSL = dSL × G,
NSL = H1(IDSL||u||v||G||PSL). CS stores (IDSL, dSL, PSL, NSL) in its registry and
sends it to SL via secure channel.

CS =⇒ SL : M1 = (IDSL, dSL, PSL, NSL)

(2) Registration information access.
The user uses MC to scan the QR code on SL and obtains M2 = (IDSL, PSL, NSL)
from SL. MC stores (IDSL, PSL) in its registry. The process of scanning the QR is
considered a secure channel.

SL =⇒ MC : M2 = (IDSL, PSL)

(3) Mobile client registration.
① MC generates its unique identifier IDMC and sends M3 = (IDMC, IDSL, PSL) to
CS via secure channel.

MC =⇒ CS : M3 = (IDMC, IDSL, PSL)

② CS checks IDMC and matches MC with IDMC. If there is already MC matching
IDMC, CS checks whether IDSL is in its registry; otherwise, CS picks a public-private
key pair PMC and dMC for MC: CS picks a random number dMC ∈ Z∗n, calculates
PMC = dMC × G, NMC = H1(IDMC||u||v||G||PMC) and checks whether IDSL is in
its registry.
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③ After that, CS stores (IDMC, dMC, PMC, NMC, IDSL, PSL, NSL) in its registry and
sends it to MC.

CS =⇒ MC : M4 = (IDMC, dMC, PMC, NMC, IDSL, PSL, NSL)

④ SL receives (IDMC, PMC, NMC) from CS and completes the registration phase
of MC.

CS =⇒ SL : M5 = (PMC, NMC)

3.3. Authentication Phase

In the authentication phase, the mobile client (MC) establishes authentication with the
smart lock (SL).

(1) Requesting authentication.
① MC picks a random value rMC ∈ Z∗n and computes RMC = rMC×G = (xMC, yMC).
MC chooses the identifier of the smart lock you want to open. SL picks a random
value rSL ∈ Z∗n and computes RSL = rSL × G = (xSL, ySL).
② MC generates the current time-stamp TMC and computes RIDMC = EncPSL(IDMC
||NSL||RMC). MC sends message M1 = (RIDMC, TMC, RMC) to SL via wireless channels.

MC → SL : M1 = (RIDMC, TMC, RMC)

(2) Responding to the mobile client.
① Upon receiving M1, SL verifies TMC and decrypts RIDMC as (IDMC ||NSL||RMC) =
DecdSL(RIDMC). SL computes tSL = (dSL + rSL) mod n and V = tSL × (PMC +
RMC) = (xV , yV).
② After that, SL calculates SSL = H1(yV ||H1(xV ||NSL||NMC||xSL||ySL||xMC||yMC))
and the current time-stamp TSL.
③ Then, SL sends message M2 = (TSL, RSL, SSL) to MC.

SL→ MC : M2 = (TSL, RSL, SSL)

(3) Accepting the mobile client’s session key.
① Upon receiving M2, SL verifies TSL and RSL. If the verification succeeds, MC
calculates tMC = (dMC + rMC) mod n and U = tMC × (PSL + RSL) = (xU , yU).
② Then, MC calculates S1 = H1(yV ||H1(xV ||NSL||NMC||xSL||ySL||xMC||yMC)) and
checks whether S1 = SSL. If verification is successful, MC computes
SMC = H1(yU ||H1(xU ||NMC||NSL||xMC||yMC||xSL||ySL)) and the session key
SKMC = H2(xU ||yU ||NMC||NSL). Then, MC sends message M3 = (SMC) to SL.

MC → SL : M3 = (SMC)

(4) Accepting the smart lock’s session key.
Upon receiving M3, SL computes S2 = H1(yV ||H1(xV ||NMC||NSL||xMC||yMC||xSL||
ySL)). Then SL checks whether S2 = SMC. If verification is successful, SL calculates
the session key SKSL = H2(xV ||yV ||NMC|| NSL). Thus, MC and SL successfully
establish session keys.
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4. Security Analysis
4.1. Provable Security of SPCL Protocol

The eCK model [26] is used to conduct a provable security proof for the SPCL protocol.
The practical reasons for each step in the proof process are based on the formal proof
process followed by the NAXOS protocol.

Theorem 1. The SPCL protocol eCK-security ifH2 is modeled as independent random oracles and
GDH and DLOG problems are hard in G.

For any PPT adversary M against SPCL that runs in time at most t, involves at most n
honest parties, and activates at most k sessions, there exists a GDH problem solver S and a DLOG
problem solver T such that

AdvSPCL
M ≤ max

{
k2, nk

}(
2AdvGDH

S + 2n ·AdvDLOG
T + O

(
k2

2λ

))
where S runs in time O(tk) and T runs in time O(t).

Proof. LetM be any AKE adversary against SPCL protocol. The session key of the Test
session is computed as sk = H2(γ) for a 4-tuple γ. We will demonstrate how to use
M’s ability to construct a solver S for solving the GDH problem. S first selects the
system parameter params =

{
E(Fq), G, H2

}
, and then sends params to M. As H2 is a

random oracle,M can distinguish a session key sk = H2(γ) from a random string with a
significantly higher probability than 1

2 in one of the following events:

E1 Guessing attack: M correctly guesses the sk. The probability of guessing sk is O
(

1
2λ

)
,

which is negligible.
E2 Key replication: If an adversaryM forces two distinct non-matching sessions to have

the same session key, it can select one of the sessions as the Test session and query the
key of the other session. This is because two non-matching sessions cannot have the
same communicating parties and ephemeral public keys. The replication of keys is
equivalent to finding a collision for the hash functionH2. Therefore, the probability of

Event E2 occurring is O
(

s(λ)2

2λ

)
, which is negligible.

E3 Forging attack: Adversary M queries H2 on the value (NA, NB , xA, yA) (KA =
(xA, yA)) in the Test session owned by A communicating with B. We will construct
a GDH solver using an adversary M that succeeds in a forging attack with non-
negligible probability. S simulates the game outlined above. During the game, S has
to answer all queries of the adversaryM. The following two sub-events should be
considered.

E3.1 The Test session has a matching session owned by another honest party.
E3.2 No honest party owns a session matching with the Test session.

4.1.1. The Analysis of Event E3.1

S selects matching sessions executed by honest parties A and B at random. If two
matching sessions are selected, S proceeds with probability 2

k2 . S generates dA, rA and dB,
rB. S sets msgA ← XA (instead of (rA+ dA)× P) and msgB ← YB (instead of (rB + dB)× P).
With a probability of 1

k2 ,M chooses one of the selected sessions as a Test session and the other
as its matching session. IfMwins in this event, S can solve the CDH problem. The session
key sk for the selected session is supposed to be H2(γ), where the 4-tuple γ includes the value
CDH(XA, YB). In order to win,Mmust have queried γ to the random oracleH2.

If the selected session is indeed the Test session,M is permitted to reveal a subset of
{rA, rB , dA, dB}. ButM is not allowed to reveal both (rA, dA) or (rB , dB). The only way for
M to differentiate between this simulated eCK experiment and a real eCK experiment is
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by querying (rA, dA) or (rB , dB) (this way,M will discover that msgA and msgB were not
computed correctly). Probability thatMmakes such queries is at most

2n ·AdvDLOG
T

Therefore, we have

AdvGDH
S ≥ 2

k2 ·AdvSPCL
M − 2n ·AdvDLOG

T −O
(

k2

2λ

)
4.1.2. The Analysis of Event E3.2

If M selects a Test session for which no matching session exists, S modifies the
experiment as follows.

E3.2.1: S randomly selects an eCK session in which B is the owner.
S picks a random party B, and sets QB ← XB as its long-term public key. Note that

S doesn’t know long-term private key DLOG(XB) corresponding to XB. Therefore, it
cannot effectively simulate eCK sessions executed by B. S sets msgB = hB · P instead of
(rB + DLOG(XB))× P. S sets a session key sk (H2(CDH(rB × P + XB, msgA), ·, ·)) to be
a random value. S can manage session key and ephemeral secret key reveals by making
SessionKeyReveal(·) and EphemeralKeyReveal(·) queries.

Assuming A is an adversary-controlled party,M can compute the session key, reveal
the session key sk, and detect that it is fake. To mitigate this issue, S monitorsM’s random
oracle queries, and if M ever queries (x, y, ·, ·) to H2 (for some Z ∈ G, Z = (x, y)), S
checks if DDH(rB × P + XB, msgA, Z) = 1, and if yes, replies with the session key sk.
Similarly, while computing sk, S checks if sk matches any previous response from the
random oracle.M cannot detect that it is in the simulated eCK experiment unless it queries
H2 or reveals B’s long-term private key using the LongTermKeyReveal(B) query. The first
event reveals DLOG(XB), and allows S to solve the CDH problem, which occurs with
probability at most

n ·AdvDLOG
T

E3.2.2: S also randomly selects an eCK session in which B is the peer.
Let the owner of this session be denoted by A. S normally generates dA, rA and

dB , rB . Then, S sets msgA ← XA (instead of (rA + dA)× P and msgB ← YB (instead of
(rB + dB)× P). With probability at least 1

nk (where 1
n is to pick the correct party B, and 1

k is
to pick the correct session),M picks the selected session as the Test session and solves the
CDH problem if it wins.M is not allowed to reveal both (rA, dA), and cannot corrupt B.
In this event, the only way thatM can distinguish this simulated eCK experiment from a
true eCK experiment is ifM queries (rA, dA). By Event E3.1 it happens with probability
at most

n ·AdvDLOG
T

Overall, the success probability of S is at most

AdvGDH
S ≥ 1

nk
·AdvSPCL

M −O
(

k2

2λ

)
− 2n ·AdvDLOG(T )

Therefore, we have:

AdvSPCL
M ≤ max

{
k2, nk

}(
2AdvGDH

S + 2n ·AdvDLOG
T + O

(
k2

2λ

))
Finally, under the GDH assumption, AdvGDH

S is negligible. Therefore, AdvSPCL
M is

negligible, and SPCL protocol has eCK security.
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4.2. Security Properties

Regarding security properties, this paper thoroughly examines the security properties
of the SPCL protocol and highlights the advantages it offers compared to baseline protocols.

4.2.1. Perfect Forward Security

In our scheme, even ifM can query the long-term secrets of IDMC, dSL and NSL,M
is unable to compute the session key SKMC without the ephemeral secrets of rMC or rSL.

4.2.2. Identity Anonymity

In our scheme, MC uses the pseudonym identifier RIDMC so thatM cannot obtain
IDMC from the message transmitted by MC. This prevents potential identity leaks and
protects user privacy.

4.2.3. Man-in-the-Middle Attack

M has the ability to impersonate one of the communicating parties as well as eaves-
drop on the message. In our scheme,M is unable to compute (SMC, S1) or (SSL, S2), and
M is unable to verify that S1 = SSL and S2 = SMC and thus establish communication.

4.2.4. Impersonation Attack

Assume thatM successfully eavesdrops on the long-term key (dMC or dSL). Since the
ephemeral secrets cannot be obtained,M cannot generate the messages (M1,M3) or M2
and pass from checking (S1 = SSL and S2 = SMC). Therefore, impersonation attacks can
be eliminated.

4.2.5. Replay Attack

In our scheme, there are time stamps (TMC, TSL) and random numbers (rMC, rSL). In
order to implement a replay attack,Mmust forge the timestamp to pass the verification,
and still needs to obtain the long-term private keys and temporary secrets of MC and SL.
It is extremely difficult forM to crack and obtain this information, so the probability of a
successful replay attack is extremely low and can almost be ignored.

4.2.6. Advantage of SPCL

Firstly, the SPCL protocol provides perfect forward secrecy, in contrast to the Llakep [28]
and PSLA [27]. This secrecy ensures the protection of users’ ephemeral secrets in scenarios
involving smartphone-controlled locks. Secondly, the SPCL protocol surpasses the Llakep [28],
ESEAP [29], Xie et al. [30], and SM2 [31] in terms of user anonymity. This highlights the SPCL
protocol’s greater emphasis on the privacy and security of users. In conclusion, the SPCL
protocol is more suitable for the smart phone controlled lock system.

5. Implementation and Evaluation

In the implementation and evaluation section, the performance of the SPCL protocol
is evaluated. During our experiment, we used two Raspberry Pis as the smart lock and the
mobile client, respectively. The primitive access system is shown in Figure 2 below.
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Figure 2. A primitive implementation of the proposed SPCL system.

5.1. System Setup

We have implemented an online hotel reservation system using a combination of
Windows, Apache, MySQL, and PHP. Through our system, users can conveniently manage
and control smart locks associated with their reservations using mobile clients. Table 2
provides a comprehensive overview of the features available in our experimental system.

Table 2. Features of SPCL system.

Component Specification Detail

Cloud Server
Remote Controller

(Aliyun)

CPU 2.6 GHz (Intel Xeon E5-2650)
Memory 8G

Hard Disk 120G
OS Windows Server 2008 R2 (64 bit)

Location Hangzhou (Internet)

Mobile Client
(Raspberry Pi)

CPU 1.2 GHz (ARM Cortex-A53)
OS Raspbian GNU/Linux 10

Memory 1 GB

Smart Lock
(Raspberry Pi)

CPU 1.2 GHz (ARM Cortex-A53)
OS Raspbian GNU/Linux 10

Memory 1 GB

Router TP-link Router

Switch TP-link Switch

5.2. Theoretical Analysis

Let TSM, TE/D, TKDF, TH and TX represent elliptic curve point scalar multiplication
operation time, encryption and decryption time, key derivation function time, hash, bitwise
XOR operation time. We run the above operations in a simulated environment. The
results of the simulation is that TSM ≈ 33.098 ms, TE/D ≈ 0.301 ms, TKDF ≈ 8.930 ms,
TH ≈ 0.133 ms and TX ≈ 0.015 ms. The performance comparison between the SPCL
protocol and the baseline protocol is shown in Table 3.

Table 3 shows that SPCL requires the least computational cost in SL, so the final total
running time is the shortest. Regarding the computational cost for MC, SPCL ranks as
having the second lowest.
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Table 3. Comparison of computational costs and running time.

Schemes Mobile Client (MC) Smart Lock (SL) Running Time

2PAKEP
[32]

3TSM + TKDF + 6TH + 2TX
≈ 107.01 ms

3TSM + TKDF + 4TH + 3TX
≈ 108.46 ms

6TSM + 2TKDF + 10TH + 5TX
≈ 254.91 ms

Llakep
[28]

2TSM + TKDF + 6TH + 2TX
≈ 73.88 ms

4TSM + TKDF + 4TH + 3TX
≈ 141.07 ms

6TSM + 2TKDF + 10TH + 5TX
≈ 240.38 ms

ESEAP
[29]

3TSM + 2TE/D + 12TH + 5TX
≈ 110.49 ms

3TSM + 2TE/D + 9TH + 4TX
≈ 103.47 ms

6TSM + 4TE/D + 21TH + 9TX
≈ 229.08 ms

Xie
[30]

3TSM + 6TH + 2TX
≈ 97.71 ms

3TSM + 2TE/D + 5TH + TX
≈ 101.13 ms

6TSM + 2TE/D + 11TH + 3TX
≈ 219.84 ms

SM2
[31]

2.5TSM + TKDF + 2TH
≈ 82.80 ms

2.5TSM + TKDF + 2TH
≈ 84.28 ms

5TSM + 2TKDF + 4TH
≈ 192.84 ms

PSLA
[27]

1.5TSM + TKDF + 5TH
≈ 51.03 ms

3.5SM + TKDF + 5TH
≈ 116.61 ms

5SM + 2TKDF + 10TH
≈ 185.58 ms

SPCL 2TSM + TE/D + 2TH
≈ 66.59 ms

2TSM + TE/D + 2TH
≈ 67.33 ms

4TSM + 2TE/D + 4TH
≈ 148.23 ms

5.3. Experiment I

In Experiment I, the frequencies of two Raspberry Pis are set to 1.2 GHz each. During
the experiment, the running time and calculation time of each protocol under five elliptic
curves were measured ten times and the average values were calculated. The experimental
results under the elliptic curve P-256 are shown in Figure 3. We find that the running time
and calculation time of SPCL are the lowest among all elliptic curves.

Figure 3. Comparison of average computational and running time under balanced computing power.

5.4. Experiment II

In Experiment II, the frequency of the mobile client Raspberry Pi was changed to
0.6 GHz, 0.7 GHz, 0.8 GHz, 0.9 GHz, 1.0 GHz, and 1.1 GHz, and then each protocol was
tested in different elliptic curves. The average values are calculated after ten running
times and calculation times. The experimental results on elliptic curve P-256 are shown in
Figure 4 and show that SPCL calculation time is the shortest in different curves and different
frequencies. SPCL has the shortest running time under all curves when the Raspberry Pi
frequency is set to 0.8/1.2 GHz, 0.9/1.2 GHz, 1.0/1.2 GHz, and 1.1/1.2 GHz, respectively.
Under all curves, the Raspberry Pi frequency is 0.7/1.2 GHz and 0.6/1.2 GHz, and the
running time of SPCL is second only to PSLA.
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(a) MC/SL: 0.6/1.2 (b) MC/SL: 0.7/1.2

(c) MC/SL: 0.8/1.2 (d) MC/SL: 0.9/1.2

(e) MC/SL: 1.0/1.2 (f) MC/SL: 1.1/1.2

Figure 4. Comparisons of average computational and running time in different curves and differ-
ent frequencies.

5.5. Summary

Based on experiments and comparisons with other solutions, it can be observed that
SPCL exhibits higher performance advantages as the computing power of mobile clients
improves. Especially in the scenario where the computing power of both communicating
parties is balanced, the SPCL protocol shows the best performance. In common door lock
systems, the balanced computing power of the mobile client and the smart lock indicates
that the SPCL protocol is more suitable for the hotel reservation system.

6. Survey and Focus Group

The survey mainly focuses on the following research questions:

(i) What are the important features of smart locks?
(ii) Which unlocking method is preferred?

It is hypothesized that:
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(i) Security is the most important feature of lock.
(ii) The fingerprint-based unlocking method is the most desirable unlocking method.

6.1. Quantitative Methodology

In order to verify the hypotheses, we utilized a questionnaire as the primary research
method. The questionnaire used in the survey is an online one with eighteen questions.
The kinds of questions contain multiple choice, demographic, dichotomous and Likert
Scale questions. Since the subjects are principally Chinese, in order to prevent the language
barrier, we translated the questionnaire into Chinese. On average, it took two minutes
for the voluntary participants to answer the questions. Furthermore, all the respondents
remained anonymous in order to protect their privacy.

The samples are composed of 45 (37%) females and 77 males (63%), having different
backgrounds, such as occupation and education levels. The pie chart below (Figure 5)
illustrates the occupational composition of these samples. Table 4 below displays whether
they know smart locks and whether they accept smart locks.

Figure 5. Composition of the participant’s occupation.

Table 4. Acceptance of smart locks from different Age Groups.

Group No. Age Group #Considering Using
Smart Locks (%) #Respondents

G1 Under 18 years 1 (50%) 2
G2 18∼25 years 15 (62.5%) 24
G3 26∼30 years 17 (70.83%) 24
G4 31∼40 years 30 (66.67%) 45
G5 41∼50 years 19 (90.48%) 21
G6 51∼60 years 3 (60%) 5
G7 Over 60 years 1 (100%) 1

6.2. Qualitative Methodology

We used the focus group as an auxiliary research approach. A focus group is a recog-
nized and valuable qualitative research approach that empowers researchers to establish
causal relationships and delve into individuals’ subjective perceptions of their own expe-
riences. Eight people (one teacher and seven students) took part in our focus group for
about 45 min. Table 5 shows the basic characteristics of these eight candidates in our focus
group. We use “♂” to represent male and “♀” to represent female. Our task was to conduct
the discussion and develop sub-questions derived from the two basic questions mentioned
above. The entire meeting conversation was recorded on a smartphone.
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Table 5. Individual background in the focus group.

Group No. Age Gender Occupation

I1 33 years ♂ teacher
I2 34 years ♂ student
I3 27 years ♂ student
I4 22 years ♂ student
I5 22 years ♂ student
I6 28 years ♀ student
I7 22 years ♀ student
I8 22 years ♀ student

6.3. Questionnaire

It is hypothesized that security is the most important factor when people select a lock
between traditional and smart ones. Figure 6 below shows a histogram of the factors that
will affect informants’ choices when they buy new locks. The result illustrates that security
(86.89%) is the first important factor of all.

Figure 6. Factors affecting people’s choice of smart locks.

In the following assessment questions, informants were asked to give marks (1 lowest,
5 highest) to both smart locks and traditional locks. The average mark of each aspect can
be distinctly seen in Figure 7. As expected, smart locks acquire a better mark in the aspects
of security.

Figure 7. Comparison of smart locks and mechanical locks.
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Next, we let the participants give a mark for a series of unlocking styles. Figure 8
provides the average marks for each method. Fingerprint is the only one whose value is
over 4. Facial recognition obtains 3.8 points, which is in the second place, followed by
smart mobile devices.

Figure 8. Comparison of various unlocking styles.

Finally, Figure 9 indicates that the biometric unlocking style is the preferable method
compared with the other two methods. In other words, people are more prone to using
patterns rather than passwords to unlock doors.

Figure 9. Comparison of different unlocking styles by using smart phone.

6.4. Focus Group and Discussion

All of the group participants’ answers to smart locks were very meaningful and
positive. A heated debate on the two topics mentioned previously was well organized and
developed. The pros and cons of security mechanisms used in smart locks are analysed
as well.

The first goal of the research was to wonder if security is significant in the eyes
of modern people. Participants in this group totally agreed that security was the most
important factor, and they believed that the smart lock had a high level of security.

The second purpose was to discover the most popular unlocking style. The results
show that people like fingerprint unlocking style most. However, some focus group
members expressed their worries about losing their fingerprints. Losing personal finger
information might incur bigger risks rather than losing a key. Furthermore, one participant
put forward a viewpoint that a fingerprint can be stolen and duplicated easily in our
technologically advanced society.
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The last aim of this focus group was to investigate people’s opinions towards “smart-
phone-controlled-lock”. Most of the participants were more likely to use smart phones
to control the smart locks owing to their expandability and convenience. Based on the
survey results, we have proposed the SPCL solution, which utilizes both smartphones and
smart locks for authentication. Furthermore, we have taken into consideration the concerns
expressed by group members regarding fingerprint authentication and have incorporated
a combination of smartphone passcodes and hardware authentication methods. This
approach ensures security while enhancing user usability.

In addition, the focus group participants highlighted some detailed cases of security
mechanisms on smart locks. For example, the smart lock should send a message to the host
as a notification if the password of the smart lock is changed; some advanced smart locks
even own a monitor that can take photos or record video. These powerful functionalities
further enhance security, and we will prioritize their consideration in future improvements
to SPCL.

7. Discussion

Security is vitally essential for access control systems like SPCL. In this section, a deep
and detailed discussion of the unlocking methods is analyzed. Additionally, solutions
supporting blockchain are introduced in detail.

7.1. Security Comparisons

This section of this paper summarizes a few common security mechanisms of unlock-
ing methods that can be applied to the SPCL system to control smart locks conveniently.

7.1.1. Password

Password is the oldest and most basic encryption scheme, which is still continuing
to be used widely. It is very common to set up a series of particular characters that are
known by oneself to ensure security. There is no doubt that a long password means
high security. However, it would lose the convenience when high security is guaranteed.
Security and convenience appear to be conflicted with each other. If the length is short and
has limited characters, it will be easy to remember and vice versa. Figure 10 shows a typical
password input interface. In terms of the focus group’s conclusion, the favorable length of
a password is six characters, and people tend to use only numbers to comprise their own
passwords. When faced with higher security or more convenience, the user seems to have
only one choice.

Figure 10. Password panel.

7.1.2. Pattern

As another prevalent unlocking method, pattern unlock is also welcomed by the
public. It largely improves both security and convenience. After all, drawing a pattern is
much faster and simpler than inputting a long string of characters. Generally speaking,
pattern unlock has found an ideal tradeoff between security and convenience. For another
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thing, compared with long passwords consisting of numbers and alphabets, the current
pattern cipher strength is weaker and easier to break. For example, in Figure 11 the number
of available Android unlock pattern (3× 3) is 389,112 [33]. Another potential issue is that
the path of a certain pattern is fixed; the pattern (generally nine points) can be traced by
the remaining trail on the screen. In spite of weaker security, according to the survey result,
people prefer patterns to codes. Perhaps it is easier to remember a simple pattern than a
series of characters.

Figure 11. Pattern panel.

7.1.3. Knock Code

Knock code (see Figure 12) refers to allowing users to unlock their devices by tapping
the quadrants of the screen in a sequence. The system will automatically record the user’s
knock sequence as the unlock password. One can knock on any position of the screen, even
if the screen is off. This could be another solution that offers both security and convenience
if a long enough tapping order is set. This innovative unlock style can also be easily used
in our SPCL system to enhance security.

Figure 12. Knock panel.

7.2. Supporting Blockchain

In this section, we proposed a blockchain based smart lock system. Suppose a user
wants to pay and stay at a hostel for just one night. For SPCL, smart locks could be updated
to support blockchains and crypto-currency. In this case, the user can directly pay to the
smart lock without a cashier and open the hostel door.

A typical design is illustrated in Figure 13. The system consists of a Central Unit (CU)
storing wallets for cryptocurrencies, smart locks, and the blockchain. The blockchain com-
ponent is powered by smart contracts that provide functionalities for transferring, recording
transactions, and querying transaction records, aimed at ensuring the transparency and
immutability of transaction records.
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Figure 13. Updated smart lock.

The general process is illustrated in Figure 14:

(1) Authenticate: Users authenticate with the smart lock using their cryptocurrency wallet
via the SPCL protocol.

(2) Generation payment message: The smart lock generates a payment message
Msg = EncSKSL(payment). payment is the payment information. The smart lock
sent the message Msg to the user’s wallet.

(3) Sign the payment message: After the user’s wallet receives Msg, it verifies the message
payment = DecSKMC (Msg). If the verification is successful, the user signs the message
Sign = EncdMC (Msg).

(4) Send signed payment information: The user wallet sends the signature message Sign
to the blockchain. Then, the blockchain verifies the signature Msg = DecPMC (Sign).

(5) Transaction execution by blockchain: If the verification is successful, the user’s identity
is confirmed and the transfer operation is performed.

(6) Payment information upload: The smart contract uploads payment on the blockchain.
(7) Query the transaction Order : Users or hotel administrators can query payment

through the smart contract on the blockchain.
(8) Return transaction order: The smart contract returns payment to the user or the hotel

administrators after querying the message.

Figure 14. Payment procedure for blockchain based smart lock system.
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Our smart contract code can be viewed on this website (https://github.com/wujiax/
SPCL.git, accessed on 16 March 2024).

Our blockchain system meticulously balances security with utility, offering enhanced
authentication via the SPCL protocol to mitigate unauthorized access risks. Secure payment
processing is achieved through encrypted transactions, safeguarding payment details
against unauthorized interception. Blockchain’s autonomous verification further reduces
fraud and error risks, ensuring transactions proceed transparently without third-party
interference. In addition, the immutability of blockchain provides permanent verification
of all transactions, thereby establishing a safe, reliable and transparent system to manage
access and transactions in the hotel reservation system.

8. Related Work

In this section, we have compared and analyzed three categories of related work. The
first category is a comparison of several similar intelligent access control solutions proposed
previously. The second category is SPCL-related benchmark protocol comparison. The third
category is a comparison of the differences in related solutions that support blockchain.

At present, smart phones are becoming considerably popular and ubiquitous in our
daily lives [13,34]. With the widespread popularity of smart phones, the smart phone based
applications have also gained growing attention. In this paper, we have built a prototype
of SPCL, using a smart phone and a cloud server. SPCL can be applied to access control in
intelligent buildings to enhance security and convenience. In the architecture presented by
Jeong et al. [15], the mobile phone connects with the smart devices directly. Nevertheless,
security mechanisms rely on the security of Bluetooth. In addition, the security solution
is not quite flexible compared with SPCL. Patil et al. [18] proposed a security protocol for
smart lock systems, but this solution did not fully consider user privacy. Guntur et al. [21]
used RFID tags to unlock the lock. However, the loss of the card will bring risks to the
security of the smart lock. The smart disposable door lock system based on invisible touch
sensors by Mehmood et al. [22] is difficult to apply to hotels and other commercial occasions
and lacks usability.

In SPCL-related benchmark protocol, Xie et al. [30] introduced an innovative access
control scheme leveraging smart cards, albeit this approach has been critiqued for its
vulnerability to attacks aimed at compromising long-term secrets. Similarly, the framework
proposed by kumari et al. [29], while ambitious, demonstrates limitations in warding off
replay attacks and fails to establish mutual authentication, thereby undermining the security
integrity of smart lock systems. In an intriguing deviation from conventional methods,
Zhang et al. [28] ventured into the metaverse realm, proposing an authentication protocol
utilizing smart glasses for server authentication, in contrast to the ubiquitous smartphone-
based approaches. However, when benchmarked against the SPCL framework, it becomes
evident that SPCL not only offers a more energy-efficient and cost-effective solution but
also excels in usability without necessitating the deployment of additional Virtual Reality
(VR) equipment. Moreover, the PSLA scheme [27], despite its tailored applicability to
environments characterized by disparate computing capabilities, is deemed less conducive
for smart door lock scenarios due to its inadequacy in offering perfect forward security and
potential exposure of short-term secrets.

Blockchain solutions have garnered widespread attention in recent years. In 2017,
Zhang et al. [35] introduced a blockchain data sharing scheme for the healthcare sector.
This system utilizes blockchain to store addresses (instead of actual health data) to maintain
privacy and efficiency, allowing nodes to securely access and share health data. More
recently, Zhang et al. [36] proposed a web3-based academic paper access control system
for sharing papers. Due to the lack of blockchain support in current smart lock systems,
SPCL provides a blockchain-enabled solution to provide safe and useful credentials for
users using online hotel reservation systems.

https://github.com/wujiax/SPCL.git
https://github.com/wujiax/SPCL.git
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9. Conclusions and Future Work

Nowadays, the advent of mobile technology, along with cloud computing, has dras-
tically changed the way modern people connect with the world. With the continuous
development of the IoT, wireless network control of smart devices has become more impor-
tant for people. This paper integrates mobile and IoT technologies with cloud computing,
offering a smart access control system for intelligent buildings. As a result, the building
administrators are able to use mobile phones to control smart locks remotely and securely.

In order to enhance security, we designed and developed the SPCL protocol, providing
proof of its security and usability and evaluating the performance of the security protocol.
It is crucial to note, however, that while the SPCL protocol offers robust security features, it
may not perform optimally in scenarios where computing power is unbalanced. Following
that, we conducted an investigation into the issues arising from wireless network-controlled
smart devices and discussed and summarized the findings of the investigation. Finally,
we compared various popular unlocking methods and proposed a solution supported by
blockchain technology.

For future work, more features and extensions will be applied to our system to enhance
security and convenience, e.g., Near Field Communication (NFC), facial recognition, and
fingerprint functions, which are already integrated into smart phones. In addition, we
anticipate the incorporation of multiple authentication factors in future developments,
which includes biometric systems and smart card technology. This strategic expansion in
authentication methods is expected to significantly augment the system’s robustness and
user accessibility.
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